We propose an effective online background subtraction method, which can be robustly applied to practical videos that have variations in both foreground and background. Different from previous methods which often model the foreground as Gaussian or Laplacian distributions, we model the foreground for each frame with a specific mixture of Gaussians (MoG) distribution, which is updated online frame by frame. Particularly, our MoG model in each frame is regularized by the learned foreground/background knowledge in previous frames. This makes our online MoG model highly robust, stable and adaptive to practical foreground and background variations. The proposed model can be formulated as a concise probabilistic MAP model, which can be readily solved by EM algorithm. We further embed an affine transformation operator into the proposed model, which can be automatically adjusted to fit a wide range of video background transformations and make the method more robust to camera movements. With using the sub-sampling technique, the proposed method can be accelerated to execute more than 250 frames per second on average, meeting the requirement of real-time background subtraction for practical video processing tasks. The superiority of the proposed method is substantiated by extensive experiments implemented on synthetic and real videos, as compared with state-of-the-art online and offline background subtraction methods.
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INTRODUCTION
V IDEO processing is one of the main branches in image processing and computer vision, which is targeted to extract knowledge from videos collected from real scenes. As an essential and fundamental research topic in video processing, background subtraction has been attracting increasing attention in the recent years. The main aim of background subtraction is to separate moving object foreground from the background in a video, which always makes the subsequent video processing tasks easier and more efficient. Typical applications of background subtraction include object tracking [1], urban traffic detection [2] , long-term scene monitoring [3] , video compression [4] and so on.
The initial strategies proposed to handle background subtraction are to directly distinguish background pixels from foreground ones through some simple statistical measures, like the median(mean) model [5] , [6] and some histogram models [7] . Later, more elaborate statistical models, like the MOG [8] and MOGG [9] models, were presented to better deliver the distributions of the image pixels located in the background. These methods, however, ignore very useful video structure knowledge, like temporal similarity of background scene and spatial contiguity of foreground objects, and thus always cannot guarantee a good performance especially under complex scenarios. In recent decades, low-rank subspace learning models [10] , [11] represent a new trend and achieve state-of-the-art performance for this task due to their better consideration of video structure knowledge both in foreground and background. Especially, these methods assume a rational low-rank structure for video backgrounds, which encodes the similarity of video backgrounds along time, and mostly consider useful prior foreground structures, like sparsity and spatial continuity. Some typical models along this line are [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] .
Albeit substantiated to be effective in some video sequences with fixed lengthes, there is still a gap of utilizing such offline methodologies to real video processing applications. Specifically, it is known that the amount of videos nowadays is dramatically increasing from surveillance cameras scattered all over the world. This not only makes it critical to calculate background subtraction from such large amount of videos, but also urgently requires to construct real-time techniques to handle the constantly emerging videos. Online subspace learning has thus become an important issue to alleviate this efficiency issue. Very recently, multiple online methods for background subtraction have been designed [13] , [17] , [18] , which speedup the computation by gradually updating the low-rank structure under video background through incrementally treating only one frame at a time. Such online amelioration significantly speeds up the calculation for the task and makes it possible to efficiently handle the task even in real time.
However, the current online background subtraction techniques still have evident defects when being applied to real videos. On one hand, most current methods assume a low-rank structure for video background while neglect frequently-occurring dynamic camera jitters, such as translation, rotation, scaling and light/shade change, across video sequences. Such issues, however, always happen in real life due to camera status switching or circumstance changing over time and tend to damage the conventional low-rank assumption for video backgrounds. Actually, the image sequence formed by slightly translating/rotating/scaling each of its single images will always have no low-rank property at all. Thus the performance of current methods tend to be evidently degenerated in such background-changing cases, and it should be critical to make the online learning capable of adapting such camera jitters.
On the other hand, all current online methods for this task used a fixed loss term, e.g., L 2 or L 1 losses, in their models, which implicitly assume that noises (foregrounds) involved in videos follow a fixed probability distribution, e.g., Gaussian or Laplacian. Such assumption, however, deviates from the real scenarios where the foregrounds always have dramatic variations over time. E.g., in some frames there are no foreground objects existed, where noises can be properly modeled as a Gaussian (i.e., L 2 -norm loss), in other cases there might be an object occluding a large area in the background, where noises should be better modeled as a long tailed Laplacian (i.e., L 1 -norm loss), while in more often cases, the foreground might contain multiple modalities of noises, as those depicted in Fig. 1 , which require to consider more complex noise models. The ignoring of such important insight of video foreground diversity always makes current methods not robust enough to finely adapt real-time foreground/noise variations in practice.
To alleviate the aforementioned issues, in this work we propose a new online background subtraction method. The contribution can be summarized as follows:
First, instead of using fixed noise distribution throughout all video frames as conventional, the proposed method models the noise/foregound of each video frame as a separate mixture of Gaussian (MoG) distribution, regularized by a penalty for enforcing its parameters close to those calculated from the previous frames. Such penalty can be equivalently reformulated as the conjugate prior, encoding the noise knowledge previous learned, for the MoG noise of current frame. Due to the good approximation capability of MoG to a wide range of distributions, our method can finely adapt video foreground variations even when the video noises are with dynamic complex structures.
Second, we have involved an affine transformation operator for each video frame into the proposed model, which can be automatically fitted from the temporal video contexts. Such amelioration makes our method capable of adapting wide range of video background transformations, like translation, rotation, scaling and any combinations of them, through properly aligning video backgrounds to make them residing on a low-rank subspace in an online manner. The proposed method can thus perform evidently more robust on the videos with dynamical camera jitters as compared with previous methods.
Third, the efficiency of our model is further enhanced by embedding the sub-sampling technique into calculation. By utilizing this strategy, the proposed method can be accelerated to execute more than 250 frames per second on average (in Matlab platform), while still keeping a good performance in accuracy, which meets the real-time requirement for practical video processing tasks. Besides, attributed to the MoG noise modeling methodology, the separated foreground layers always can be interpreted with certain physical meanings, as shown in Fig. 1 , which facilitates us to get more intrinsic knowledge under video foreground.
Fourth, our method can be easily extended to other subspace alignment tasks, like image alignment and video stabilization applications. This implies the good generalization of the proposed method.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews some related works. Section 3 proposes our model and related algorithms. Its sub-sampling amelioration and other Original frame, noise and background extracted by the proposed method. Second row: Three noise components (after scale processing) extracted by the method, corresponding to the moving object, the shadow along the object, weak camera noise (for (a)) and the moving object, leaves shaking variance, weak camera noise (for (b)), respectively.
extensions are also introduced in this section. Section 4 shows experimental results on synthetic and real videos, to substantiate the superiority of the proposed method. Discussions and concluding remark are finally given.
RELATED WORK
Low Rank Matrix Factorization
low rank matrix factorization (LRMF) is one of the most commonly utilized subspace learning approaches for background subtraction. The main idea is to extract the low-rank approximation of the data matrix from the product of two smaller matrices, corresponding to the basis matrix and coefficient matrix, respectively. Based on the loss terms utilized to measure the approximation extent, the LRMF methods can be mainly categorized into three classes. L 2 -LRMF methods [19] utilizes L 2 -norm loss in the model, implicitly assuming that the noise distribution in data is Gaussian. Typical L 2 -LRMF methods include weighted SVD [20] , WLRA [21] , L 2 -Wiberg [22] and so on. To make the LRMF method less sensitive to outliers, some robust loss functions have been utilized, in which the L 1 -LRMF methods are the most typical ones. The L 1 -LRMF utilizes the L 1 loss term, implying that the data noise follows a Laplacian distribution. Due to the heavy-tailed characteristic of Laplacian, such method always could perform more robust in the presence of heavy noises/outliers. Some commonly adopted L 1 -LRMF methods include: L1Wiberg [23] , RegL1MF [24] , PRMF [13] and so on. To adapt more complex noise configurations in data, several models have recently been proposed to encode the noise as a parametric probabilistic model, and accordingly learn the loss term as well as the model parameters simultaneously. In this way, the model is capable of adapting wider range of noises as compared with the previous ones with fixed noise distributions. The typical methods in this category include the MoG-LRMF [16] , [25] and MoEP-LRMF [26] methods, representing noise distributions as a MoG and a mixture of exponential power distributions, respectively. Despite having been verified to be effective in certain scenarios, these methods implicitly assume stable backgrounds across all video frames and fixed noise distribution for foreground objects throughout videos. As we have analyzed, neither is proper for practically collected videos, which tends to degenerate their performance.
Background Subtraction
As a fundamental research topic in video processing, background subtraction has been investigated widely nowadays. The initial strategies mainly assumed that the distribution (along time) of background pixels can be distinguished from that of foreground ones. Thus by judging if a pixel is significantly deviated from the background pixel distribution, we can easily categorize if a pixel is located in background/foreground. The simplest methods along this line directly utilize a statistic measure, like the median [6] or mean [5] to encode background knowledge. Later more complex distributions on background pixels, like MOG [8] , MOGG [9] and so on [27] , [28] , are more effective. The disadvantage of these methods is that they neglect useful video structure knowledge, e.g., temporal similarity of background scene and spatial contiguity of foreground objects, and thus always cannot guarantee a good performance practically. Low-rank subspace learning models represent the recent state-of-the-art for this task on general surveillance videos due to their better consideration of video structures. These methods implicitly assume stable background in videos, which are naturally with a low-rank structure. Multiple models have been raised on this topic recently, typically including PCP [12] , GODEC [15] , and DECOLOR [14] . Albeit obtaining state-of-the-art performance in some benchmark video sets, these methods still cannot be effectively utilized in real-time problems due to both their simplified assumptions in video backgrounds (with stationary background scenes) and foreground (with fixed type of noise distributions along time). They also tend to encounter efficiency problem for real-time requirements, especially for large scaled videos. Very recently, some deep neural network works [29] , [30] were also attempted on the task against specific scenes, while need large amount of preannotations. In this paper we mainly focus on handling general surveillance videos without any supervised foreground/ background knowledge, and thus have not considered this approach in our experiment comparison.
Online Subspace Learning
Nowadays, it has been attracting increasing attention to design online subspace learning method to handle real-time background subtraction issues [31] , [32] . The basic idea is to calculate only one frame at a time, and gradually ameliorate the background based on the real-time video variations. The state-of-the-art methods along this line include GRASTA [17] , OPRMF [13] , GOSUS [18] , PracReProCS [33] and incPCP [34] , [35] . GRASTA used a L 1 norm loss for each frame to encode sparse foreground objects, and employed ADMM strategy for subspace updating. Similar to GRASTA, OPRMF also optimized a L 1 -norm loss term while added regularization terms to subspace parameters to alleviate overfitting. GOSUS designed a more complex loss term to encode the structure of video foreground, and the updating algorithm is designed similar to that of GRASTA. Besides, PracReProCS and incPCP were recently proposed, which are the incremental extensions of the classical PCP algorithm.
However, these methods are still deficient due to their insufficient consideration on variations both in background and foreground in real videos. On one hand, they assume a low-rank structure for the video background, which ignores very often existed background changes and camera jitters across video sequences. On the other hand, they all fix the loss term in their models, which implicitly assumes that noise involved in data is generated from a fixed probability distribution. This, however, under-estimates the temporal variations of the foreground objects in videos. The underestimation of both foreground/background knowledge incline to degenerate their capability for real online tasks.
Robust Subspace Alignment
Recently, multiple subspace learning strategies have been constructed to learn transformation operators on video frames to make the methods robust to camera jitters. A typical method is RASL (robust alignment by sparse and low-rank decomposition) [36] , which poses the learning of transformation operators into the classical robust principal component analysis (RPCA) model, and simultaneously optimize the parameters involved in such operators as well as the low-rank (background) and sparse (foreground) matrices. Other similar works are extended by [37] , [38] , [39] . However, such batch-mode methods are generally slow to run and can only deal with moderate scaled videos. To this issue, incPCP_TI [40] is extended from incPCP by taking translation and rotation into consideration to deal with image rigid transformation. t-GRASTA [41] realized a more general subspace alignment by embedding an affine transformation operator into online subspace learning. Although capable of speeding up the offline methods, the methods utilized a simple L 1 -norm loss to model foreground. This simple loss cannot reflect dramatic foreground variations always existed in real videos due to the fact that a simple Laplacian cannot finely reflect the complex configurations of video foregrounds. This deficiency inclines to degenerate its performance on online background subtraction. Comparatively, our proposed method fully encodes both dynamic background and foreground variations in videos, and thus is always expected to attain a better background subtraction performance, as depicted in Fig. 2 .
ONLINE MOG-LRMF
We first briefly introduce the MoG-LRMF method [16] , which is closely related to the modeling strategy for foreground variations in our method.
MoG-LRMF Review
Let X ¼ ½x 1 ; . . . ; x n 2 < dÂn be the given data matrix, where d; n denote the dimensionality and number of data, respectively, and each column x i is a d-dimensional measurement. A general LRMF problem can be formulated as
(1) where U 2 < dÂr and V 2 < nÂr denote the basis and coefficient matrices, with r ( minðd; nÞ, implying the low-rank property of UV T . W is the indicator matrix of the same size as X, with w ij ¼ 0 if x ij is missing and 1 otherwise. jj:jj Lp denotes the pth power of an L p norm, most commonly adopted as L 2 and L 1 norms in the previous research.
Eq.
(1) can also be equivalently understood under the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) framework as
where u i ; v j 2 < r are the ith and jth row vectors of U and V, respectively, and e ij denotes the noise element embedded in x ij . Under the assumption that the noise e ij follows a Gaussian/Laplacian distribution, the MLE model exactly complies with Eq. (1) with L 2 /L 1 norm loss terms. This means the L 2 /L 1 -norm LRMF implicitly assume that the noise distribution underlying data follows a Gaussian/Laplacian distribution. Such simple assumption always deviates from real cases, which generally contain more complicated noise configurations [16] , [26] . To make the model robust to complex noises, the noise term e ij can be modeled as a parametric probability distribution to let it more flexibly adapt real cases. Mixture of Gaussian (MoG) is naturally selected for this task [16] due to its strong approximation capability to general distributions. Specifically, by assuming that each x ij follows:
under the i.i.d. assumption, we can then get the loglikelihood function as follows:
where P P ¼ fp k g K k¼1 and S S ¼ fs 2 k g K k¼1 denote the mixture rates and variances involved in MoG, respectively. The EM algorithm [42] can then be readily utilized to estimate all parameters in the model, including the responsibility
where
Then any off-the-shelf weighted L 2 -LRMF methods [19] , [21] can be utilized to solve the problem.
Online MoG-LRMF: Model
Probabilistic Modeling
The main idea of the online MoG-LRMF (OMoGMF) method is to gradually fit a specific MoG noise distribution for foreground and a specific subspace for background for each newly coming frame x t along the video sequence, under the regularizations of the foreground/background knowledge learned from the previous frames. The updated MoG noise parameters include P P t ¼ fp t k g K k¼1 , S S t ¼ fs t k 2 g K k¼1 , which are regularized under the previous learned noise knowledge P P tÀ1 , S S tÀ1 and fN tÀ1 k g K k¼1 . The updated subspace parameters include the coefficient vector v t for x t and the current subspace U t , required to be regularized under the previous learned subspace U tÀ1 .
The model of OMoGMF can be deduced from a Maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation by assuming a separate MoG noise distribution on each newly coming frame x t in Eq. (2), and then we have
where x t i means the ith pixel of x t and Multi denotes the multinomial distribution. We then formulate prior terms for foreground and background, respectively. For the MoG parameters of foreground, we set the natural conjugate priors to s 2 k and P P, which are the Inverse-Gamma and Dirichlet distributions [43] , respectively, as follows:
It can be calculated that the maximum of the above conjugate priors are S S tÀ1 and P P tÀ1 . This implies that the priors implicitly encode the previously learned noise knowledge into the OMoGMF model, and help rectify the MoG parameters of the current frame not too far from the previous learned ones. For the subspace of background, a Gaussian distribution prior can be easily set for its each row vector
where 1 r A tÀ1 i is a positive semi-definite matrix. This facilitate the to-be-learned subspace variable U being well regularized by the previously learned U tÀ1 . Details of how to set A tÀ1 i will be introduced in Section 3.4. To make a complete Bayesian model, we also set a noninformative prior pðvÞ for v, which does not intrinsically influence the calculation. The full graphical model is depicted as Fig. 3 .
Objective Function
All hyperparameters are denoted by Q Q tÀ1 , and after marginalizing the latent variable z t , we can get the posterior distribution of fP P; S S; v; Ug in the following form: pðP P; S S; v; Ujx t ; Q Q tÀ1 Þ / pðx t jP P; S S; v; UÞpðS SjQ Q tÀ1 ÞpðP PjQ Q tÀ1 ÞpðUjQ Q tÀ1 ÞpðvÞ:
Based on the MAP principle, we can get the following minimization problem for calculating P P t ;
In the above problem, the first term is the likelihood term, which enforces the learned parameters adapt to the current frame x t . The second term R t F ðP P; S SÞ is the regularization term for noise distribution, whose function can be more intuitively interpreted by the following equivalent form:
where pðx; zjP P; S SÞ ¼ Q K k¼1 p k z k N ðxj0; s k 2 Þ z k , D KL ðÁjjÁÞ denotes the KL divergence between two distributions. It can be evidently observed that R t F ðP P; S SÞ functions to rectify the foreground distribution on the current tth frame (with parameters P P; S S) to approximate the previously learned one (with parameters P P tÀ1 ; S S tÀ1 ). Besides, the third term R t B ðUÞ in (9) corresponds to a Mahalanobis distance between each row vector of U to that of U tÀ1 , thus functioning to rectify the current learned subspace by the previously learned one. The compromising parameter N tÀ1 and r control the strength of the priors, and their physical meanings and setting manners will be introduced in Section 3.4.
To easily compare differences of our model with the previous ones, we list typical models along this research line, as well as ours, in Table 1 .
Online MoG-LRMF: Algorithm
The online-EM algorithm can be readily utilized for solving the OMoGMF model (9) , by alternatively implementing the following E-step and M-step on a new frame sample x t .
Online E Step. As the traditional EM strategy, this step aims to estimate the expectation of posterior probability for latent variable z t ik , which is also known as responsibility g t ik . The updating equation is as follows:
Online M Step. On updating MoG parameters P P; S S, we need to minimize the following sub-optimization problem: L 0 t ðP P; S SÞ ¼ ÀE z t fln pðx t ; z t jP P; S S; v; UÞg þ R t F ðP P; S SÞ: (12) The closed-form solution is 1 :
On updating coefficient parameter v, we need to solve the sub-optimization problem of (9) with respect to v as
where each element of w t is w t i ¼
This problem is a weighted least square problem, and has the closed-form solution as
On updating the subspace parameter U, we need to solve the following sub-problem of (9):
and it has closed-form solution for each its row vector as
In order to get a simple updating rule, we set
and then we have
By using matrix inverse equation [43] and the equation u i tÀ1 ¼ A tÀ1 i b tÀ1 i , the update rules for A t i and b t i can be reformulated as
Thus in each step of updating U t , we only need to save fA tÀ1 i g d i¼1 , fb tÀ1 i g d i¼1 calculated in the last step, which only needs fixed storage memory. Note that since the matrix inverse computations are avoided in the above updating equations, the efficiency of the algorithm is guaranteed.
Since the subspace, representing the background knowledge, changes relatively slowly along the video sequence, we only fine-tune U once after recursively implementing the above E-M steps on updating fg t ik g ik , P P t , S S t , and v t until convergence for each new sample x t under fixed subspace U tÀ1 . The subspace can then be fine-tuned to adjust the temporal background change in this video frame. Note that there are only simple computations involved in the above updating process, except that in (16) , we need to compute the inverse of a r Â r matrix. In the background subtraction contexts, the rank r is generally with a small value and far less than d; n. We thus can very efficiently calculate this matrix inverse in general.
The OMoGMF algorithm can then be summarized in Algorithm 1. About initialization, we need a warm-start for starting our algorithm by running PCA on a small batch of starting video frames to get an initial subspace, employing MoG algorithm on the extracted noise to get initial MoG parameters, and calculating the initial fA i g d i¼1 , fb i g d i¼1 for subspace learning.
Several Remarks
On Relationship Between Conjugate Prior and KL Divergence. Actually we can prove a general result to understand the conjugate prior as an equivalent KL divergence regularization. For the fully exponential family distributions, we have the following theorem 2 :
Theorem 1. If a distribution pðxju uÞ belongs to the full exponential family with the form: pðxju uÞ ¼ hðu uÞexpðu u T f fðxÞÞ; and 
Heuristically update U OPRMF [13] x t ¼ Uv þ e min v À ln pðx t jU; vÞ þ jjvjj 2 2 e i $ Lðej0; Þ Online: Heuristically update U GOSUS [18] x its conjugate prior follows: pðu ujX X ; gÞ ¼ fðX X; gÞhðu uÞ g expðgu u T X XÞ; then we have ln pðu ujX X ; gÞ ¼ ÀgD KL ðpðxju u Ã Þjjpðxju uÞÞ þ C;
where u u Ã ¼ arg max u u pðu ujX X ; gÞ and C is a constant independent of u u.
Algorithm 1. [OMoGMF] Online MoG-LRMF
Input: the MoG parameters: fP P tÀ1 ; S S tÀ1 ; N tÀ1 g; model variables: fA tÀ1 i g d i¼1 , fb tÀ1 i g d i¼1 , U tÀ1 ; data: x t Initialization: fP P; S Sg ¼ fP P tÀ1 ; S S tÀ1 g, v t 1: while not converged do 2: Online E-step: compute g t ik by (11) 3: Online M-step: compute fP P; S S; Ng by (13) and v by (16) 4: end while 5: for each u t
Since both Gaussian and multinomial distributions belong to the full exponential family, both conjugate priors in (6) can be written in their equivalent KL divergence expressions (10) . We prefer to use the latter form in our study since it can more intuitively deliver the noise regularization insight underlying our model in a deterministic manner.
On Relationship to Batch-Mode Model. Under the model setting of (9) (especially for the two regularization terms R t F ðP P; S SÞ and R t B ðUÞ), there is an intrinsic relationship between our online model incrementally implemented on current sample x t with a batch-mode one on all learned samples fx j g t j¼1 , as described in the following theorem: Theorem 2. By setting N tÀ1 ¼ ðt À 1Þd and r ¼ 1, minimizing (12) for fP P; S Sg and (17) for U are equivalent to calculating fP P t ; S S t g ¼ arg max P P;S S X t j¼1 ln pðx j ; z j jP P; S S; v j ; U j Þ;
ln pðx j ; z j jP P j ; S S j ; v j ; UÞ; (20) respectively. Moreover, under these settings, it holds that:
The above result demonstrates the batch-mode understanding of our online learning schemes, under fixed previously learned variables (fz j ; v j ; U j ; P P j ; S S j g tÀ1 j¼1 ), which have not been stored in memory in the online implementation manner and cannot be re-calculated on previous frames.
On Parameters N tÀ1 and r . Although the natural choices for them are N tÀ1 ¼ ðt À 1Þd and r ¼ 1 based on Theorem 2, under these settings, the prior knowledge learned from previous frames will be gradually accumulated (note that the value of N tÀ1 will increase to infinity), and the function of the likelihood term (i.e., the effect of the current frame) will be more and more alleviated with time. However, as the motivation of this work, we expect that our method can consistently fit the foreground variations and dynamically adapt the noise changes with time, and thus hope that the likelihood term can constantly play roles in the computation. In our algorithm, we just easily set N tÀ1 as a fixed constant Kd (N tÀ1 k ¼ N tÀ1 p tÀ1 k correspondingly), meaning that we dominate the adjacent K frames to rectify the online parameter updating of the current frame. In practical cases, a moderate K (e.g., we set it as 50 in all our experiments) is preferred to make the method adaptively reflect temporal variations of video foreground, while not too sensitive to single frame change, as clearly depicted in Fig. 4 . Similarly, we easily set r as 0.98 throughout our experiments to let the updated subspace slightly lean to the current frame.
Efficiency and Accuracy Amelioration
We then introduce two useful techniques to further enhance the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed method.
Sub-Sampling
It can be shown that a large low-rank matrix can be reconstructed from a small number of its entries [44] under certain low-rank assumption. Inspired by some previous attempts [17] on this issue, we also prefer to use sub-sampling technique to further improve efficiency of our method.
For a newly coming frame x, we randomly sample some of its entries to get the sub-sampling data x V , where V is the index set of the sampled entries, and then we only use x V to update the parameters involved in our model. The updating of MoG parameters P P and S S is similar to the original method, and v can be solved under the sampled subspace U V . While for U, we only need to update its row entries on V through using fA i g i2V and fb i g i2V .
Generally speaking, the sub-sampling rate is inversely proportional to the performance of our method, and we thus need to find a trade-off between efficiency and accuracy in real cases. E.g., in evidently low-rank background cases, the sampling rate should be larger while for scenes with complex backgrounds across videos, we need to sample more data entries to guarantee accuracy.
TV-Norm Regularization
The foreground is defined as any objects which are occluded before the background during a period of time. In real-world scenes, as we know, one foreground object often appears in a continuous shape and the region of one object generally is with an evident spatial smoothness. In our online method, we also consider such spatial smoothness to further improve its accuracy on foreground object detection.
There are several strategies to encode the smoothness property of an image, e.g., Markov random field (MRF) [3] , [45] , [46] , Total Variation (TV) minimization [4] , [47] , and structure sparsity [18] , [48] . Considering effectiveness and efficiency, we employ the TV-minimization approach in our method. For a foreground frame obtained by our method, we calculate the following TV-minimization problem:
where jj Á jj TV is the TV norm and FG denotes the foreground got by our method. The optimization problem (22) can be readily solved by TV-threshold algorithm [49] , [50] . In our experiments, we just empirically set as about 1:5e s 2 (e s 2 is the largest variance among MoG components), and our method can perform well throughout all our experiments.
Transformed Online MoG-LRMF
Due to camera jitter or circumstance changes, videos collected from real scenes always contain background changes over time, which tends to hamper the low-rank assumption on subspace learning models. A real-time alignment is thus required to guarantee the soundness of the online subspace learning methods on the background subtraction task. To this aim, we embed a transformation operator into our model and optimize its parameters as well as other subspace and noise parameters to facilitate our model adaptable to such misaligned videos. Specifically, for a newly coming frame x, we aim to learn a transformation operator t t under the current subspace U. Denote the MoG noise as
where e e ¼ x t t À Uv, e i is the ith entry of the vector e e and x t t denotes the transformation with parameters t t on x. The transformation can be an affine or projective transformation. Similar as (9), we can get the MAP problem LðP P; S S; v; U; t tÞ ¼ À ln pðx t t tjP P; S S; v; UÞ þ R t F ðP P; S SÞ þ R t B ðUÞ:
The key to solve this problem is to deduce the updating equation to t t. Since x t t is a nonlinear geometric transform, it's hard to directly optimize t t. So we consider to optimize the following reformulated problem:
where J is the Jacobian of x with respect to t t. After we get Dt t, we add it into t t to update transformation. This method iteratively approximates the original nonlinear transformation with a locally linear approximation [36] , [41] . Like OMoGMF, we also use online-EM algorithm to solve the problem. The updating rule of MoG parameters can use Eqs. (13) and (14) by changing x into x t t þ JDt t. And for v and Dt t, we need to solve the following problem:
By reformulating this weighted least square problem as
we can directly get its closed-form solution as v Dt t ¼ ðT T diagðwÞ 2 TÞ À1 T T diagðwÞ 2 ðx t tÞ;
where T ¼ U; ÀJ ½ . Through iteratively updating all involved parameters P P; S S; v; Dt t as aforementioned, the objective function (25) is monotonically increasing. After get the final outputs of these parameters, we can use similar strategy introduced in Section 3.3.2 to update the subspace U.
The above transformed-OMoGMF (t-OMoGMF) algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2. To better illustrate the function of the transformation operator t t, we show in Fig. 5 the separated foregrounds from the low-rank subspace obtained by Algorithm 2 during iterations in a frame along gradually transformed video sequence. It is seen that the frame can be automatically adjusted to be well-aligned by the gradually rectified transform operator t t. We list some typical transformed methods for background subtraction in Table 2 for easy comparison of their different properties.
Algorithm 2. [t-OMoGMF] Transformed Online MoGMF
Input: the MoG parameters: fP P tÀ1 ; S S tÀ1 ; N tÀ1 g, model variables:
while not converged do 2: Estimate the Jacobian matrix: J ¼ @ðx t z zÞ @z z j z z¼t t 3: while not converged do 4:
Online E-step: compute g t ik by (11) 
As aforementioned, we need a warm-start stage on a minibatch of video frames for subspace initialization. We thus also need to pre-align these starting frames to facilitate a good starting point for the following online implementation. To this aim we extend Algorithm 2 as a frame-recursive-updating version (we call it as iterative t-OMoGMF or it-OMoGMF) as follows: first easily set the mean or the median of all starting frames as an initial subspace, and then iterate the following two steps: run Algorithm 2 throughout all these frames and then return to the first frame and rerun the algorithm. During this process, the separated foreground and background are expected to be more and more accurate due to the gradually ameliorated transformation operators on all frames. Throughout all our experiments, no more than 4 iterations of the algorithm can follow a satisfactory initialization. Note that this algorithm can also be separately understood as an offline subspace learning method capable of simultaneously implement transformation learning and background subtraction. It can thus be extended to more applications, like image alignments and video stabilization, which will be discussed in Section 5.1.
Note that we can easily design an adaptive algorithm to determine whether to activate t-OMoGMF from the implementation of OMoGMF by adding a judging condition during iterations of OMoGMF. Two strategies can be considered to set this condition: to judge whether the sparsity of the foreground temporally extracted from the video is of an evident increase, and to use t-OMoGMF for some equidistant frames to detect whether the calculated transformation operator is an approximate identity mapping. Both strategies can be easily formulated. Such amelioration tends to facilitate the proposed strategy to better adapt real scenes.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section we depict the performance of the proposed methods on videos with static and dynamic backgrounds, respectively. All experiments were implemented on a personal computer with i7 CPU and 32G RAM.
On Videos Without Camera Jitter
Dataset. In this experiments we employ the Li dataset, 3 including nine video sequences, each pictured under a fixed survivance camera to certain scene. Typical frames in these videos are depicted in Fig. 6a . These video sequences range over a wide range of background cases, like static background (e.g., airport, bootstrap, shoppingmall), illumination changes (e.g., lobby), dynamic background indoors (e.g., escalator, curtain) and dynamic background outdoors (e.g., campus, watersurface, fountain). 4 For each video, we choose 200 frames for training. Each sequence contains multiple frames with pre-annotated groundtruth foregrounds and they are also added into the training data for evaluating the accuracy of foreground region by each competing method.
Comparison Methods. We adopted a series of typical offline and online state-of-the-art background subtraction methods for experiment comparison. The utilized offline methods [38] t t X ¼ L þ S þ E min L;S;t t jjEjj 2 F þ jjSjj 1 rankðLÞ k Offline incPCP_TI [40] x t ¼ h Ã ða a lÞ þ s þ e min l;s;h;a a jjejj 2 F þ 1 jjsjj 1 þ 2 jjhjj 1 rankðL t Þ k Online t-GRASTA [41] t t include: PRCA, 5 GODEC, 6 RegL1, 7 PRMF, 8 DECOLOR, 9 and online methods include: OPRMF, 8 GOSUS, 10 GRASTA, 11 incPCP, 12 PracReProCS. 13 Beyond other competing methods, DECOLOR, GOSUS and OMoGMF+TV specifically consider the spatial smoothness over the foreground region, making them always get higher accuracy in capturing foreground objects.
Experiments Setup. For RPCA, RegL1, PRMF, OPRMF, DECOLOR, GRASTA,incPCP and PracReProCS, we use the default parameter settings in the original codes. For GODEC, we set the sparse parameter by using the result of RPCA. For GOSUS, we set using cross-validation, and set others by default settings. For all low-rank methods, we empirically set a proper rank for each video, and this rank parameter is set the same for all competing methods in each video. For all online competing methods, we randomly choose some frames and use robust batch method and PCA to initialize the subspace. We use GMM on the residuals to initialize the MoG parameters for OMoGMF, and the number of MoG components is set as 3 throughout all our experiments. The foreground obtained by the proposed methods are taken as the MoG noise component with the largest variance. More details on parameter setting in our experiments are introduced in SM.
Performance Evaluation. The F-measure is utilized as the quantitative metric for performance evaluation. The F-measure is calculated as follows:
jS gt j , S f and S gt denote the support sets of the foreground calculated from the method and the ground truth one, respectively. F-measure is close to the smaller one of precision and recall. Besides, we choose the value of the threshold which can make F-measure largest for each competing method. The larger the F-measure, the more accurate the foreground object is detected by the method.
Foreground Detection Accuracy Comparison. Table 3 lists the average F-measure over all foreground-annotated frames calculated from all competing methods on all video sequences in Li dataset. It is seen that in average OMoGMF has an evidently better performance than other competing methods without considering spatial smoothness of videos, and so does OMoGMF+TV than all. This superiority of the OMoGMF and OMoGMF+TV methods can also be observed from Fig. 7 , which shows the detected foregrounds on Each value is averaged over all foreground-annotated frames in the corresponding video. The most right column lists the average performance of each competing method over all video sequences. The best result in each video sequence is highlighted in bold and the second best is in italic. The methods with bold titles denote the online methods. typical frames of tested videos by all competing methods. It is easy to see that the detected foregrounds by the proposed methods are closer to the groundtruth ones, which conducts its larger F-measures in experiments. The advantage of the proposed methods can be easily explained by their flexible noise fitting capability along time. Specifically, while other competing methods only assume a fixed noise distribution throughout a video sequence and separate one layer of foreground from the video, our methods can adapt a specific MoG noise for each video frame, and thus can more elaborately recover multiple layers of foreground knowledge. Especially, the extracted noise component with largest variance generally dominates the foreground object, while other noise components characterize smaller variations accompanied besides the object. E.g., for lobby and campus sequences, except that the noise component with largest variance properly delivers the moving objects in the video, the other two components finely capture the shadow along the object + weak camera noise and leaves shaking variance + weak camera noise, respectively, as clearly depicted in Fig. 1 . Due to such ability of clearing away trivial noise variations, our methods then rationally attain better foreground object extraction performance. 14 Effects on Videos with Background Changes and Missing Entries. Beyond offline methods, which are relatively sensitive to background changes, the proposed online method can finely adapt sudden background changes. Fig. 8a shows the background subtraction result by OMoGMF for frames in lobby sequence with a illumination change. It is seen that OMoGMF can gradually adapt a proper background after multiple frames' self-ameliorating. Furthermore, OMoGMF can also be used to deal with videos with missing entries by adopting the sub-sampling technique. Fig. 8b shows background subtraction result on airport sequence, with 85 percent of its entries missed under a random subspace initialization. It is easy to see that our online method can gradually recover the proper background.
Speed Evaluations. In our experiments, just as substantiated by previous research, all offline competing methods are significantly slower than online methods, which is especially more evident for those videos with relatively more frames and larger sizes. So here we only compare the speed of the online competing methods. The frames per second (FPS) is utilized as the comparison metric. Table 4 shows the FPS of all online competing methods on three videos with different frame sizes. Though the FPS of OMoGMF is not the highest, the OMoGMF can achieve the real-time processing in most case. Sub-sampling technique can be easily used into GRASTA and OMoGMF to further accelerate their computation. We also show the FPS of GRASTA and OMoGMF with 1 percent subsampling rate in this table. Under low subsampling rate, OMoGMF can attain more than 200 FPS on average for executing these videos while also keep a high F-measure so that it can meet the real-time requirement in practice. To better clarify this point, Table 5 shows the performance of OMoGMF and GRASTA under different sub-sampling rates on 3 videos with different sizes, each with 1,000 frames. It can be seen that as the sub-sampling rate decreasing, OMoGMF is gradually more accurate and faster than GRASTA in all videos. Specifically, in 5 of 9 videos, GRASTA has an evident drop in F-measure. 15 Comparatively, even under 1 percent sub-sampling rate, the F-measure obtained by OMoGMF is only very slightly decreased than that on the original videos. As shown in Fig. 9 , even under such a low sub-sampling rate, OMoGMF can still finely capture foreground and background of original videos. 15. On multiple videos, the GRASTA method has a surprising increase on F-measure under 1 percent sub-sampling rate than the method on the original videos. This might be due to the fact that the sub-sampling technique helps alleviate the negative influence of the complex noise configurations, especially in the videos with dynamic backgrounds.
On Videos with Camera Jitter
We then test the t-OMoGMF method on videos with camera jitter. The comparison methods include state-of-the-art subspace alignment methods: RASL 16 and t-GRASTA. 17 Synthetic Data. As [41] , we design nine synthetic jitter video sequences from Li dataset with background transformations. 400 adjacent frames are selected from each video, and each frame is randomly rotated with an angle in [À5 ; 5 ] and translated in both axes with a range in [À5, 5], respectively. Typical frames of all videos so generated are shown in Fig. 6b . We randomly choose 30 frames for each video for subspace initialization. The rank is set as 3 for all competing methods. Table 6 shows the F-measure obtained by t-OMoGMF, RASL and t-GRASTA in all test videos. Besides, the results of PRCA, GRASTA and OMoGMF, which do not consider frame transformations, are also compared to show the function of the involvement of this transformation operator. The superiority of t-OMoGMF can be easily observed: It performs the best/ the second best in 5/4 out of 9 videos, and on average it performs more than 10 percent better than other methods. For better observation, Fig. 10 shows the result of t-OMoGMF on multiple frames of transformed airport sequence. It is easy to see that t-OMoGMF can well align video frames, which naturally leads to its better foreground/background separation. About computational speed, our method can run more than 5 times faster than RASL and slightly faster than t-GRASTA on average.
Real Data. In this experiment, we use a set of real-world videos for assessing the performance of the proposed t-OMoGMF method. The dataset contains four video sequences 18 : badminton, boulevard, sidewalk and traffic, all with evident camera jitters. As set in synthetic experiments, we set subspace rank as 3 for all competing methods, and randomly choose 30 frames from each video to train the initial subspace and model parameters. In all our experiments, t-OMoGMF can properly align all video frames, and simultaneously appropriately separate background and foreground from the jitter videos. 19 Some typical frames are shown in Fig. 11 . Furthermore, Table 7 quantitatively compares the performance of all competing methods in terms of the F-measure on these real videos, and the superiority of the proposed t-OMoGMF can still be observed on average. Besides, while RASL and GRASTA may also detect foreground objects from videos, our method can always more clearly recover the background and clean up various unexpected noise variations from the video, as clearly depicted in Fig. 2 .
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Extension to Other Tasks
As aforementioned in Section 3.6, the proposed it-OMoGMF method can be easily extended to image alignment and video stabilization tasks. Here we provide some preliminary tests to illuminate this point.
Two datasets were adopted in this experiment: one is the "dummy" imageset [36] , a synthetic face dataset containing 100 misaligned faces with block occlusions and illumination variations; the other is the "Gore" video sequence [36] , a 140-frame video of Al Gore talking, obtained by applying a face detector to each frame independently. Due to inherent imprecision of the detector, there is significant jitters from frame to frame [36] . As previous state-of-the-art methods implemented on these datasets, the proposed it-OMoGMF method can also finely align all of the images/frames in two datasets, as clearly demonstrated in Figs. 12 and 13 , respectively. Yet beyond other methods, it-OMoGMF can more elaborately separate multiple layers of noises from data, which always have certain physical meanings. E.g., the noise components with largest variance in two datasets clearly represent the occlusion part for "dummy" images and expression variations for "Gore" video, respectively.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have proposed a new online subspace learning method aiming to make background subtraction available in practical videos both in speed and accuracy. On one hand, the computational speed of the new method reaches the real-time requirement for video processing (more than 25 FPS), and on the other hand, the method can adaptively fit real-time dynamic variations in both foreground and background of videos. In particular, through specifically learning a foreground distribution and a background subspace regularized by the previously learned knowledge for each video frame, the method can properly deliver variations of video foreground and background along the video sequence. Through further involving the variables to encode affine transformation operators on each video frame, the method can further adapt the background transformations, like rotations, transformations, scalings and distortions, generally existed in practical videos. Furthermore, by virtue of the sub-sampling and TV-norm regularization technique amelioration, the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed method can be further improved. The superiority of the proposed method has been extensively substantiated, as compared with other state-of-the-art online and offline methods along this research line, by experiments on synthetic and real-world videos.
Future Work
In our future investigations, we will try to embed the subsampling technique into t-OMoGMF and it-OMoGMF to further improve their speed and apply our methods to larger real-time video streaming. Also, more video processing tasks are worthy to be intrinsically integrated with the proposed methods, especially to make full use of the realtimely detected foreground objects by the proposed methods. Recently, there are multiple literatures discussing the parameter selection issue, like the subspace rank [25] and the number of noise components [26] , in subspace learning. We'll also consider to combine these techniques into our method to make its parameter selection more proper and automatic. Besides, we will try to extend our method to other computer vision and image processing applications.
